
OTTAWA COUNTY OTTAWA COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY OFFICEPROSECUTING ATTORNEY OFFICE

NEW LAW  REVIEWNEW LAW  REVIEW
MARCH  2008MARCH  2008



NEW STATUTESNEW STATUTES



CONTROLLED SUBSTANCECONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
FIELD TESTING  FIELD TESTING  –– JUST DO IT !!JUST DO IT !!

PRELIMINARY EXAMS. 2007 PA 89.

Effective December 29, 2007. Makes the 
results of drug field tests admissible at 
preliminary exam. 

It applies to exams that begin on or after 
December 29,  2007      MCL 766.11b



NEW FELONYNEW FELONY

RECRUITING MINORSRECRUITING MINORS –– Sexually Abusive ActivitySexually Abusive Activity



NEW FELONYNEW FELONY
Registered Sex Offenders and Foster HomesRegistered Sex Offenders and Foster Homes



CSC CSC -- NEW FELONIESNEW FELONIES
(TEACHERS (TEACHERS –– SCHOOL WORKERS)SCHOOL WORKERS)



IS IT CIVIL???IS IT CIVIL???

NOT FOR NOT FOR ““UNLICENSEDUNLICENSED”” BUILDERSBUILDERS



NEW FELONYNEW FELONY
ANIMAL CRUELTYANIMAL CRUELTY



NEW CRIMES NEW CRIMES –– COMMITTED BY COMMITTED BY 
POLICE AND PROSECUTORSPOLICE AND PROSECUTORS

??????????
INTERPRETERS FOR DEAF OR DEAF/BLINDINTERPRETERS FOR DEAF OR DEAF/BLIND

YOU MAY NO LONGER USE A RELATIVE OR FRIEND OR            YOU MAY NO LONGER USE A RELATIVE OR FRIEND OR            
““OTHER UNQUALIFIED PERSONOTHER UNQUALIFIED PERSON”” -- TO SERVE AS INTERPRETER     TO SERVE AS INTERPRETER     

FOR A DEAF OR DEAFFOR A DEAF OR DEAF--BLIND PERSON.BLIND PERSON.

LAW APPLIES IF THE DEAF OR DEAF/BLIND PERSON IS LAW APPLIES IF THE DEAF OR DEAF/BLIND PERSON IS 

A SUSPECTA SUSPECT
A WITNESSA WITNESS

A VICTIM A VICTIM 
A JURORA JUROR





INTERPRETERS FOR DEAF OR DEAF / BLINDINTERPRETERS FOR DEAF OR DEAF / BLIND

MCL 393.503MCL 393.503 specifically requires a law enforcement officer to provide a QUspecifically requires a law enforcement officer to provide a QUALIFIED ALIFIED 
interpreter interpreter 

MCL 393.503MCL 393.503 specifically requires a law enforcement officer to provide a QUspecifically requires a law enforcement officer to provide a QUALIFIED ALIFIED 
interpreter whenever a deaf or deaf/blind person is interpreter whenever a deaf or deaf/blind person is arrested and taken into custodyarrested and taken into custody..

MCL 393.507MCL 393.507 confirms the agency is required to pay the interpreter, includiconfirms the agency is required to pay the interpreter, including expenses for ng expenses for 
travel, meals and housing.travel, meals and housing.





YOUR NEW LOOK AT AN OLD STATUTEYOUR NEW LOOK AT AN OLD STATUTE

FELONY CASEFELONY CASE
RES GESTAE WITNESS STATUTERES GESTAE WITNESS STATUTE



YOUR NEW LOOK AT AN OLD STATUTEYOUR NEW LOOK AT AN OLD STATUTE
FELONY CASEFELONY CASE

RES GESTAE WITNESS STATUTERES GESTAE WITNESS STATUTE



YOUR NEW LOOK AT AN OLD STATUTEYOUR NEW LOOK AT AN OLD STATUTE
FELONY CASEFELONY CASE

RES GESTAE WITNESS STATUTERES GESTAE WITNESS STATUTE

Did you know Did you know we do your we do your subpoena listsubpoena list at the time your warrant is first at the time your warrant is first 
prepared prepared ?? This is why it is vital to your case to compile aThis is why it is vital to your case to compile a complete complete 
listlist of the important witnesses on the first warrant request. Data foof the important witnesses on the first warrant request. Data for the r the 
subpoenas is generated on our computer system for all subpoenas subpoenas is generated on our computer system for all subpoenas to be to be 
serviced upon the witnesses for trial and preserviced upon the witnesses for trial and pre--lim.lim.

We are NOT allowed to later ADD more witnesses to the list of peWe are NOT allowed to later ADD more witnesses to the list of persons rsons 
to be called to trial UNLESS the Defense Attorney agrees to the to be called to trial UNLESS the Defense Attorney agrees to the addition addition 
of the witness.  As you can well imagine, defense is likely to sof the witness.  As you can well imagine, defense is likely to sayay NONO if a if a 
satisfactory plea bargain was not offered to defendant.satisfactory plea bargain was not offered to defendant.

On defense refusal to agree to the addition the prosecutor must On defense refusal to agree to the addition the prosecutor must file a file a 
formal  Motion to Add Witnesses before the judge.formal  Motion to Add Witnesses before the judge.

The Judge must find the The Judge must find the ““late additionlate addition”” of the witness will not prejudice of the witness will not prejudice 
the defense by creating unfair surprise or not giving enough timthe defense by creating unfair surprise or not giving enough time for e for 
defense to properly investigate, interview and rebut. defense to properly investigate, interview and rebut. 



AmendedAmended
Paraphernalia Law Paraphernalia Law 

A new amendment took effect in March 2007 and A new amendment took effect in March 2007 and 
replaced an exemption that allowed specialty replaced an exemption that allowed specialty 
smoke shop owners to sell "bongssmoke shop owners to sell "bongs””, glass pipes , glass pipes 
and numerous other items if intended for and numerous other items if intended for 
““tobacco usetobacco use”” with a new version that makes any with a new version that makes any 
item "item "specifically designed for the use of a specifically designed for the use of a 
controlled substancecontrolled substance”” illegal, whether or not it illegal, whether or not it 
can be used for tobacco. can be used for tobacco. 

333.7451 333.7451 ““Drug ParaphernaliaDrug Paraphernalia”” redefinedredefined



AmendedAmended Paraphernalia LawParaphernalia Law

MCL  333.7451MCL  333.7451

As used in sections 7453 to 7461 and section 7521, As used in sections 7453 to 7461 and section 7521, ““drug drug 
paraphernaliaparaphernalia”” means any equipment, product, material, or means any equipment, product, material, or 
combination of equipment, products, or materials, which is combination of equipment, products, or materials, which is 
specifically designed for use in planting; propagating; specifically designed for use in planting; propagating; 
cultivating; growing; harvesting; manufacturing; compounding; cultivating; growing; harvesting; manufacturing; compounding; 
converting; producing; processing; preparing; testing; converting; producing; processing; preparing; testing; 
analyzing; packaging; repackaging; storing; containing; analyzing; packaging; repackaging; storing; containing; 
concealing; injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise concealing; injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 
introducing into the human body a controlled substance introducing into the human body a controlled substance ----



AmendedAmended Paraphernalia LawParaphernalia Law

THIS INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED  TO THIS INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED  TO -- --

A A weight scale or balanceweight scale or balance specifically designed for use in weighing or specifically designed for use in weighing or 
measuring a controlled substance.measuring a controlled substance.

An An object specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhalingobject specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise , or otherwise 
introducing marihuana, cocaine, hashish, or hashish oil into theintroducing marihuana, cocaine, hashish, or hashish oil into the human human 
body. body. 

A device, commonly known as a A device, commonly known as a cocaine kitcocaine kit, that is specifically designed for , that is specifically designed for 
use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing controlled use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise introducing controlled substances substances 
into the human body, and which consists of at least a razor bladinto the human body, and which consists of at least a razor blade and a e and a 
mirror. mirror. 

A device, commonly known as a A device, commonly known as a bulletbullet, that is specifically designed to deliver , that is specifically designed to deliver 
a measured amount of controlled substances to the user.a measured amount of controlled substances to the user.



AmendedAmended Paraphernalia LawParaphernalia Law

-- -- MORE  MORE  -- --

A device, commonly known as a A device, commonly known as a snortersnorter, that is specifically designed to carry , that is specifically designed to carry 
a small amount of controlled substances to the user's nose.a small amount of controlled substances to the user's nose.

A device, commonly known as an A device, commonly known as an automotive safeautomotive safe, that is specifically , that is specifically 
designed to carry and conceal a controlled substance in an automdesigned to carry and conceal a controlled substance in an automobile, obile, 
including, but not limited to, a can used for brake fluid, oil, including, but not limited to, a can used for brake fluid, oil, or carburetor or carburetor 
cleaner which contains a compartment for carrying and concealingcleaner which contains a compartment for carrying and concealing
controlled substances.controlled substances.

A A spoonspoon, with or without a chain attached, that has a small diameter bo, with or without a chain attached, that has a small diameter bowl and wl and 
that is specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, orthat is specifically designed for use in ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise otherwise 
introducing controlled substances into the human body.introducing controlled substances into the human body.



MISDEMEANOR:MISDEMEANOR: 90 Days and/or $5,000.0090 Days and/or $5,000.00



Watercraft; violations; marine safety Watercraft; violations; marine safety 
misdemeanor violations; designate as misdemeanor violations; designate as 

state civil infraction.state civil infraction.

( ( MCL 324.80114 et seq.MCL 324.80114 et seq. ))

Many Watercraft ViolationsWatercraft Violations
now Civil InfractionsCivil Infractions

PA 8 of 2007      Effective 5/11/07PA 8 of 2007      Effective 5/11/07





NEW RULES NEW RULES –– Domestic Assault Domestic Assault 
Special Probation Special Probation -- DismissalDismissal

Before deferring proceedings the court must contact the 
Department of State Police and determine whether, 
according to the records of the Department of State Police, 
the accused has previously been convicted of an assaultive 
crime or has previously obtained a domestic violence 
special probation 

If the search of the records reveals an arrest for an assaultive 
crime but no disposition, the court shall contact the arresting 
agency and the court that had jurisdiction over the violation 
to determine the disposition of that arrest for purposes of the 
special probation section.

MCL 769.4a



Confidentiality of  Communications to Confidentiality of  Communications to ““Silent Silent 
ObserverObserver”” ( Crime Stoppers)( Crime Stoppers)

Generally,  a person will not be required to do either of the foGenerally,  a person will not be required to do either of the following in a llowing in a 
civil or criminal proceeding:civil or criminal proceeding:

-- Disclose, by way of testimony or otherwise, a confidential Disclose, by way of testimony or otherwise, a confidential 
communication to a crime stoppers organization.communication to a crime stoppers organization.

-- Produce, under subpoena, any records, documentary evidence, Produce, under subpoena, any records, documentary evidence, 
opinions, or decisions relating to a confidential communication opinions, or decisions relating to a confidential communication to a to a 
crime stoppers organization by way of any discovery procedure.crime stoppers organization by way of any discovery procedure.

There are some exceptions which first require the court determinThere are some exceptions which first require the court determine that the e that the 
person is entitled to all or any part of those records to show iperson is entitled to all or any part of those records to show innocence nnocence 
or to show defendant is attempting to misdirect an investigationor to show defendant is attempting to misdirect an investigation..

MCL 600.2157b  Imd. Eff. Dec. 29, 2006MCL 600.2157b  Imd. Eff. Dec. 29, 2006



Operation of BicyclesOperation of Bicycles
MCL 257.660a MCL 257.660a –– 257.660d257.660d

These statutes regulate the operation of These statutes regulate the operation of 
bicycles on roads and sidewalks.bicycles on roads and sidewalks.



Operation of BicyclesOperation of Bicycles
MCL 257.660MCL 257.660

Section 660a  Section 660a  -- -- Right Hand Edge of Street RulesRight Hand Edge of Street Rules

Section 660b  Section 660b  -- -- Two Riders Abreast RulesTwo Riders Abreast Rules

Section 660c Section 660c -- -- Sidewalk/ Crosswalk RulesSidewalk/ Crosswalk Rules

Section 660d Section 660d -- -- Parking RulesParking Rules





Airport Trespass StatuteAirport Trespass Statute

259.184 259.184 -- amended         Effective March 30, 2007amended         Effective March 30, 2007

( 1) A person shall not trespass upon the area within the ( 1) A person shall not trespass upon the area within the 
boundary of an approved or licensed airport, landing field, boundary of an approved or licensed airport, landing field, 
or other aeronautical facility, or operate or cause to be or other aeronautical facility, or operate or cause to be 
operated a vehicle or device, or conduct an activity upon or operated a vehicle or device, or conduct an activity upon or 
across a licensed airport, landing field, or other across a licensed airport, landing field, or other 
aeronautical facility, aeronautical facility, unless that operation or activity is unless that operation or activity is 
authorized by the airport managementauthorized by the airport management..

(2) A person who violates this section is guilty of a (2) A person who violates this section is guilty of a 
misdemeanormisdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for not more punishable by imprisonment for not more 
than than 1 year1 year or a fine of not more than $1,000.00, or both.or a fine of not more than $1,000.00, or both.



CSC  CSC  ““ATTEMPTATTEMPT”” 44THTH DEGREE DEGREE 
VERIFICATIONVERIFICATION

DO DO NOTNOT arrest or lodge arrest or lodge a registered sex offendera registered sex offender for for 
““failure to verifyfailure to verify”” 4 times per year4 times per year for the offense of for the offense of 
Attempt CSC 4Attempt CSC 4thth Degree !!Degree !!

Attempt 4Attempt 4thth Degree is now classified as a one year Degree is now classified as a one year 
Misdemeanor ( not a felony ) under the 2005 Misdemeanor ( not a felony ) under the 2005 
amendments to the SOR law.amendments to the SOR law.

Verification is only required in JanuaryVerification is only required in January



Notice of Sex Offender in AreaNotice of Sex Offender in Area
MCL  28.730    Effective Jan  2007MCL  28.730    Effective Jan  2007



AMENDEDAMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTESTATUTE

MCL 750.174 MCL 750.174 –– effective 3/30/07effective 3/30/07

The usual penalties continue for The usual penalties continue for ------

less than $200less than $200

$200 or more but less than $1,000$200 or more but less than $1,000

$1,000 or more but less than $20,000$1,000 or more but less than $20,000



AMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTEAMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTE
MCL 750.174MCL 750.174 –– effective 3/30/07effective 3/30/07

If any of the following apply, the person is guilty of a felony If any of the following apply, the person is guilty of a felony 
punishable by imprisonment for not more than punishable by imprisonment for not more than 10 years10 years or a fine or a fine 
of not more than $15,000.00 or 3 times the value of the money orof not more than $15,000.00 or 3 times the value of the money or
property embezzled, whichever is greater, or both imprisonment property embezzled, whichever is greater, or both imprisonment 
and a fine:and a fine:

The money or personal property embezzled has a value of The money or personal property embezzled has a value of $20,000.00 $20,000.00 
or more but less than $50,000.00or more but less than $50,000.00..

The person violates and has The person violates and has 2 or more prior convictions2 or more prior convictions for for 
committing or attempting to commit an offense under this committing or attempting to commit an offense under this 
section. section. 

The person violates and the The person violates and the victim is a nonprofit corporation or victim is a nonprofit corporation or 
charitable organizationcharitable organization under federal law or the laws of this state.under federal law or the laws of this state.



AMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTEAMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTE
MCL 750.174MCL 750.174 –– effective 3/30/07effective 3/30/07

If the money or personal property embezzled has a If the money or personal property embezzled has a 
value of value of $50,000.00 or more but less than $50,000.00 or more but less than 
$100,000.00$100,000.00, the person is guilty of a felony , the person is guilty of a felony 
punishable by imprisonment for not more thanpunishable by imprisonment for not more than
15 years15 years or a fine of not more than $25,000.00 or a fine of not more than $25,000.00 
or 3 times the value of the money or property or 3 times the value of the money or property 
embezzled, whichever is greater, or both embezzled, whichever is greater, or both 
imprisonment and a fine.imprisonment and a fine.



AMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTEAMENDED EMBEZZLEMENT STATUTE
MCL 750.174 MCL 750.174 –– effective 3/30/07effective 3/30/07

If the money or personal property embezzled has a If the money or personal property embezzled has a 
value of value of $100,000.00 or more$100,000.00 or more, the person is guilty , the person is guilty 
of a felony punishable by imprisonment for not of a felony punishable by imprisonment for not 
more than more than 20 years20 years or a fine of not more than or a fine of not more than 
$50,000.00 or 3 times the value of the money or $50,000.00 or 3 times the value of the money or 
property embezzled, whichever is greater, or both property embezzled, whichever is greater, or both 
imprisonment and a fine.imprisonment and a fine.



Wheelchairs Wheelchairs –– Canes Canes –– WalkersWalkers
at a Crosswalkat a Crosswalk

A vehicle operator who approaches a person A vehicle operator who approaches a person 
using a wheelchair or a device to aid the using a wheelchair or a device to aid the 
person to walk at a crosswalk or any other person to walk at a crosswalk or any other 
pedestrian crossing shall take necessary pedestrian crossing shall take necessary 
precautions to avoid accident or injury to the precautions to avoid accident or injury to the 
person using the wheelchair or device. A person using the wheelchair or device. A 
person who violates this subsection is guilty person who violates this subsection is guilty 
of a misdemeanor.of a misdemeanor.

MCL 257.612 (4)MCL 257.612 (4)



Receive & ConcealReceive & Conceal

MCL 750.535 
Effective October 1, 2006

A person shall not buy, receive, possess, conceal, 
or aid in the concealment of stolen, embezzled, or 
converted money, goods, or property knowing, oror
having reason to know or reason to believehaving reason to know or reason to believe, 

that the money, goods or property is stolen, 
embezzled, or converted.



R & C STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLER & C STOLEN MOTOR VEHICLE

MCL 750.535 (7)
Effective October 1, 2006

A person shall not buy, receive, possess, conceal, or aid 
in the concealment of a stolen motor vehicle knowing, 
or having reason to know or reason to believe, that 
the motor vehicle is stolen, embezzled, or converted. 

R & C of a vehicle (valued over 200 and less than 1000)  
should NOT be written as a one year misdemeanor.

It is simply a Vehicle R & C and is now a 5 yr felony.



Traffic Enforcement by Camera?Traffic Enforcement by Camera?

A city plan to install unmanned camera devices to A city plan to install unmanned camera devices to 
photograph and ticket drivers who run red lightsphotograph and ticket drivers who run red lights came to came to 
a screeching halt Thursday when Attorney General Mike a screeching halt Thursday when Attorney General Mike 
Cox ruled they violate state law.  ( SOUTHGATE, MI )Cox ruled they violate state law.  ( SOUTHGATE, MI )

Cox said only Cox said only police officers who see a traffic infractionpolice officers who see a traffic infraction can can 
write a ticket. The one exception, he said, is at railroad write a ticket. The one exception, he said, is at railroad 
crossings, where ticketscrossings, where tickets--byby--camera are allowed.camera are allowed.

His opinion is binding, unless overturned by a court.His opinion is binding, unless overturned by a court.

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION  7199ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION  7199 Feb 2007Feb 2007



OWI 3OWI 3rdrd –– NO 10 YEAR RULENO 10 YEAR RULE
HEIDIHEIDI’’S LAWS LAW

Subject: Subject: New Change in OWI Law New Change in OWI Law -- MCL  257.625 MCL  257.625 

Heidi's Law which eliminates the 10 year limitation on OWI ThirdHeidi's Law which eliminates the 10 year limitation on OWI Third
cases has been signed by the Governor.  (HB 6009 in 2006) cases has been signed by the Governor.  (HB 6009 in 2006) 

For OWI third offenses there is no longer a time limitation on For OWI third offenses there is no longer a time limitation on 
using priors when charging.  using priors when charging.  

NOTE: The law went into effect on January 3, 2007.NOTE: The law went into effect on January 3, 2007.

Any case that occurs after this time can be charged OWI third Any case that occurs after this time can be charged OWI third -- if there if there 
are two priors are two priors in the person's lifetimein the person's lifetime..

OWI OWI second offensessecond offenses, , still have to be within 7 yearsstill have to be within 7 years..





MORE HEIDIMORE HEIDI’’S LAW ISSUESS LAW ISSUES
How About How About ““ImpairedImpaired”” Driving??Driving??

Impaired Driving 3rd offense is also a 
5 year felony and has the 10 year limitation 
removed.

A person having two prior impaired driving 
convictions during their lifetime, with arrest
for a third, will now be charged with the 5 
year felony offense.



License Plate Confiscation

Has Heidi's Law, which did away with the 10 year
limitation, changed what happens with plate confiscations? NO - It has not 

changed when a plate is confiscated from a car. 

257.904c sets the requirements for plate confiscation - and it says
that plates should be confiscated whenever "immobilization is

required" pursuant to 257.904d. However, immobilization is only
possible for OWI 3rd when the two prior offenses are within 10 years.

So again, the person might be arrested for OWI 3rd for having two
other priors in their lifetime, but the plate may not be confiscated

if the two priors are outside the ten years. In other words, the
requirements for plate confiscation have not changed at all.

For an officer to be sure about plate confiscation, if they run a "35"
on the person's driving record, that will tell the officer if the

plate should be taken.



SELF DEFENSE SPRAYSSELF DEFENSE SPRAYS

MCL 750.224d  MCL 750.224d  -- -- effective 12/28/06effective 12/28/06

Allows sprays with solutionAllows sprays with solution content up to 10%content up to 10%
oleoresin capsicum for oleoresin capsicum for use by police officersuse by police officers..

Also allows Also allows ““foamfoam”” sprayspray



SELF DEFENSE SPRAYSSELF DEFENSE SPRAYS

• The maximum OC content increases from 2% to 10% 

• The maximum OC content for sprays and foams 
possessed by the public remains at 2%

• Police and corrections officers may use a 10% solution if:

The person has written authorization from employer.

The person has been trained in the use, effects, and 
risks of using.

The use is reasonable.



SELF DEFENSE SPRAYSSELF DEFENSE SPRAYS



YES YES -- -- -- II’’M  ON PAROLEM  ON PAROLE



---- Parolee Arrest  Parolee Arrest  -- --

YOU MUST REPORT THE FOLLOWINGYOU MUST REPORT THE FOLLOWING

(a) The (a) The identityidentity of the person arrested.of the person arrested.

(b) The fact that (b) The fact that information in databasesinformation in databases
managed by the Department of Corrections and managed by the Department of Corrections and 
accessible by the law enforcement information accessible by the law enforcement information 
network providesnetwork provides reason to believereason to believe the person the person 
arrested is a parolee under the jurisdiction ofarrested is a parolee under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Corrections.the Department of Corrections.

(c) The(c) The chargecharge or chargesor charges for which the person for which the person 
was arrested.was arrested.





ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONATTORNEY GENERAL OPINION
Sex Offenders Sex Offenders –– Sporting EventsSporting Events

When a sex offender attends a When a sex offender attends a school playschool play or or 
sporting eventsporting event, the primary purpose is to , the primary purpose is to 
observe the minors performing.observe the minors performing.

Such activity would constitute Such activity would constitute ““loiteringloitering”” within the within the 
definition of the school safety zone statute.definition of the school safety zone statute.

Letter Opinion to Isabella County ProsecutorLetter Opinion to Isabella County Prosecutor
July 14, 2006July 14, 2006



NEW CASE LAWNEW CASE LAW



People v Trevor Steven Passage
November 13, 2007

UNARMED ROBBERY 

Affirmed conviction of robbery

The evidence was sufficient to support defendant's conviction of
robbery. The use of any force against a person during the course of a 

larceny, including the period of flight, is sufficient under the statute. The 
statute makes no distinction between using force in struggling to break 

free and using force affirmatively. Exerting physical power to free 
oneself from another's grasp constitutes force under the statute.



May You Search Vehicle on the
Arrest of a Passenger ??  YES !! 

People v Michael William Mungo 
#269250, January 17, 2008 

Automobile searches incident to the arrest of a passenger are 
constitutionally permissible, even when there is no reason to 
believe the car contains evidence or that the driver of the car is 
engaged in illegal activity. According to New York v Belton, 453 US 
454 (1981), when an officer has made a lawful arrest of the occupant 
of a vehicle, he may, incident to that arrest, search the passenger 
compartment of the vehicle.

Belton is not distinguishable from the instant case because of the 
minor offense underlying the passenger's arrest (failure to appear 
for traffic tickets); it is not the reason for the arrest, but that arrest 
must be made that creates the risk of harm to the arresting officer. 
The bright line rule here established is necessary for easy 
implementation by officers in the field and to promote their safety. 



LANE CHANGE
“TURN” SIGNAL



MICHIGAN MIP STATUTE IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL

NOW - NO PBT WITHOUT SEARCH WARRANT



MICHIGAN MIP STATUTE IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL

NOW - NO PBT WITHOUT SEARCH WARRANT

U.S. District Court Judge David M. Lawson struck down the state's Minor in 
Possession (MIP) law because it "authorizes police officers to perform a search of 
minors without a warrant or legal excuse for not obtaining one" in violation of their 
Fourth Amendment rights. 

The decision does not apply to drivers of a motor vehicle and allows police officers to 
administer breath tests without warrants in emergencies.



Subpoena   vs.    Search WarrantSubpoena   vs.    Search Warrant

People v EarlsPeople v Earls 477 Mich 1119    April 2007477 Mich 1119    April 2007

Police investigators should use Police investigators should use search warrantssearch warrants and NOT and NOT 
prosecutor prosecutor subpoenassubpoenas to get records if no criminal charge is to get records if no criminal charge is 
filed yet.filed yet.

To use a To use a ““subpoenasubpoena”” you should commence an investigate you should commence an investigate 
subpoena proceeding under direction of the court. subpoena proceeding under direction of the court. 

However, evidence seized in violation of the prosecutors However, evidence seized in violation of the prosecutors 
subpoena power, MCL 767A1 subpoena power, MCL 767A1 et seqet seq, but not , but not 
unconstitutionally obtained, is not subject to exclusion (citingunconstitutionally obtained, is not subject to exclusion (citing
and applying and applying People v HawkinsPeople v Hawkins, 468 Mich 488, 507 (2003)), 468 Mich 488, 507 (2003))



DonDon’’t Make Your Prosecutor a Witnesst Make Your Prosecutor a Witness

People v Tessen,    Mich App    , #275401, 6/26/07People v Tessen,    Mich App    , #275401, 6/26/07

Assistant prosecutor who interviewed a child sexual abuse Assistant prosecutor who interviewed a child sexual abuse 
victim victim prior to charges being filedprior to charges being filed was properly was properly disqualified disqualified 
from prosecuting the case. The prosecutor made himself a from prosecuting the case. The prosecutor made himself a 
possible impeachment witness.possible impeachment witness.

The case involves a preThe case involves a pre--charge forensic interview of a child charge forensic interview of a child 
CSC victim, and may be limited in its application; It does not CSC victim, and may be limited in its application; It does not 
hold that a prosecutor who interviews witnesses hold that a prosecutor who interviews witnesses in in 
preparation for trialpreparation for trial somehow become a witness to the case. somehow become a witness to the case. 
It is a caveat against the prosecution becoming involved in It is a caveat against the prosecution becoming involved in 
prepre--charge interviews of witnessescharge interviews of witnesses

Not Raised Yet Not Raised Yet –– whether the possibility that the assistant whether the possibility that the assistant 
prosecutor could be called as a witness meant that the prosecutor could be called as a witness meant that the entire entire 
prosecutorprosecutor’’s office had to be disqualified.s office had to be disqualified.



MAINTAINING A “ DRUG VEHICLE ” – ALSO BAD ! !

MCL 333.7405 (1) (d) Prohibited conduct generally 

A person shall not knowingly keep or maintain a store, shop, 
warehouse, dwelling, building, vehicle, boat, aircraft, or other 

structure or place, that is frequented by persons using controlled 
substances in violation of this article for the purpose of using
controlled substances, or that is used for keeping or selling 

controlled substances in violation of this article.

People v. Thompson

Michigan Supreme Court
May 2007

MAINTAINING A DRUG HOUSE - BAD



Issue: Whether a defendant must "keep or maintain" a vehicle used for 
the purpose of selling a controlled substance "continuously for an 
appreciable period" to sustain a conviction for keeping or maintaining a 
vehicle used to sell or store controlled substances.

In an issue of first impression construing MCL 333.7405(1)(d) which provides a person " 
shall not knowingly keep or maintain a. ..vehicle. ..that is used for keeping or selling 
controlled substances", the court held while the statute precludes a conviction for an 
isolated incident without other evidence of continuity , it does not require the
prosecution to show a defendant's actions occurred "continuously for an appreciable 
period."

People v. Thompson    
Michigan Supreme Court

May 2007





People v. WoodPeople v. Wood
Court of Appeals Published CaseCourt of Appeals Published Case

September 2007September 2007

““RESULTING IN DEATHRESULTING IN DEATH”” vs. vs. ““CAUSING DEATHCAUSING DEATH””

DEFENDANT LOSES  DEFENDANT LOSES  -- The interpretation of the term The interpretation of the term ‘‘resultresult’’
should be the same as when the term should be the same as when the term ‘‘causecause’’ is used in a is used in a 
statute,statute,”” the court held his criminal act of the court held his criminal act of fleeing and eludingfleeing and eluding
““resultedresulted”” in the in the police officerpolice officer’’s deaths death because the only because the only 
causation required by the statute was causation required by the statute was factual causationfactual causation, not , not 
proximate causation, and factual causation existed because proximate causation, and factual causation existed because 
the officer would not have lost control of his vehicle during ththe officer would not have lost control of his vehicle during the e 
pursuit absent defendantpursuit absent defendant’’s fleeing and eluding.s fleeing and eluding.

Witnesses saw defendant accelerate away from the police Witnesses saw defendant accelerate away from the police 
vehicle, run a red light, and continue at a high rate of speed. vehicle, run a red light, and continue at a high rate of speed. 
The police vehicle, while trying to navigate an SThe police vehicle, while trying to navigate an S--curve in curve in 
pursuing defendantpursuing defendant’’s vehicle, spun out of control and hit a s vehicle, spun out of control and hit a 
tree. One of the officers died and the other was injured. tree. One of the officers died and the other was injured. 



FLEE & ELUDE REFRESHERFLEE & ELUDE REFRESHER

257.602A5 - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - FIRST DEGREE

257.602A4-A - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - SECOND DEGREE

257.602A3-A - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - THIRD DEGREE

257.602A2 - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - FOURTH DEGREE

WHAT ELEMENT DO YOU FAIL TO PUT IN YOUR REPORT?



FLEE & ELUDE REFRESHERFLEE & ELUDE REFRESHER

General Violation is 2 YR Felony (  4th Degree )

Defendant being the driver of a motor vehicle to whom was given a visual 
or audible signal by hand, voice, emergency light, or siren by a police 
officer who was in full uniform and the officer's vehicle was identified as an 
official police vehicle, acting in the lawful performance of his/her duty, 
directing the defendant to bring his/her motor vehicle to a stop - - - - - - -
did willfully fail to obey such direction by attempting to flee or elude the 
officer



FLEE & ELUDE REFRESHERFLEE & ELUDE REFRESHER

257.602A5 - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - FIRST DEGREE

Violation Resulted in the Death of Another Person

FELONY:15 Years and/or $10,000.00



FLEE & ELUDE REFRESHERFLEE & ELUDE REFRESHER

257.602A4-A - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - SECOND DEGREE

Violation Resulted in SERIOUS BODY INJURY of Another Person

FELONY:10 Years and/or $5,000.00



FLEE & ELUDE REFRESHERFLEE & ELUDE REFRESHER

257.602A3-A - POLICE OFFICER - FLEEING - THIRD DEGREE

SPEED ZONE IS 35 MPH OR LESS

OR

ACCIDENT OR COLLISION OCCURS

FELONY:5 Years and/or $10,000.00





Spitting HIV Positive Blood on an OfficerSpitting HIV Positive Blood on an Officer
Court: Court: Michigan Court of Appeals (Published)Michigan Court of Appeals (Published)

Case Name: People v. OdomCase Name: People v. Odom

In an issue of first impression, the court held HIV infected bloIn an issue of first impression, the court held HIV infected blood is a od is a 
““harmful biological substanceharmful biological substance”” as defined by Michigan statute because it as defined by Michigan statute because it 
is a substance produced by a human organism containing a virus tis a substance produced by a human organism containing a virus that hat 
can spread or cause disease in humans. The case arose from an incan spread or cause disease in humans. The case arose from an incident cident 
during which defendant allegedly punched and spat on correctionsduring which defendant allegedly punched and spat on corrections
officers while in the prison cafeteria. An officer testified he officers while in the prison cafeteria. An officer testified he was later put was later put 
on a drug cocktail against possible HIV exposure. on a drug cocktail against possible HIV exposure. 

Although this case involved Although this case involved scoring of a sentence guideline factorscoring of a sentence guideline factor, it , it 
appears the analysis would support a 15yr felony for using or reappears the analysis would support a 15yr felony for using or releasing a leasing a 
harmful substance under MCL 750.200i.harmful substance under MCL 750.200i.



Spitting HIV Positive Blood on an OfficerSpitting HIV Positive Blood on an Officer

MCL 750.200h (g) MCL 750.200h (g) ““Harmful biological substanceHarmful biological substance”” means a bacteria, virus, means a bacteria, virus, 
or other microorganism or a toxic substance derived from or prodor other microorganism or a toxic substance derived from or produced by uced by 

an organism that can be used to cause death, injury, or disease an organism that can be used to cause death, injury, or disease in in 
humans, animals, or plants.humans, animals, or plants.



OPEN CARRY of a PISTOL
…REVISITED…

Openly carrying a pistol in Michigan is LEGAL.

BUT  !!!

A person may not “open carry” a pistol in the passenger compartment of 
a vehicle. Once a person enters a passenger compartment with a pistol it 
is carried concealed in violation of MCL 750.227. 

In order to carry in a passenger compartment, a person must either be 
licensed to carry a concealed pistol or otherwise be exempt such as a 
police officer.

Also, a pistol cannot be carried in public where it violates local 
ordinance. This is true, but only where the ordinance is specifically 
authorized by state law.  NEW CONFUSION HERE



OPEN CARRY of a PISTOL
…REVISITED…

Formerly, a pistol could not be carried in public 
where it violated local ordinance. 

There is danger here since In MRCGO v. Ferndale, 
the Michigan Court of Appeals held that local units 
of government may not impose restrictions upon 
firearms possession.



MICHIGAN COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE GUN OWNERS MICHIGAN COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE GUN OWNERS 
v  CITY OF FERNDALEv  CITY OF FERNDALE

COURT OF APPEALS OF MICHIGANCOURT OF APPEALS OF MICHIGAN

256 Mich. App. 401    April 29, 2003256 Mich. App. 401    April 29, 2003

OVERVIEW: The city enacted an ordinance that prohibited the OVERVIEW: The city enacted an ordinance that prohibited the 
possession of concealment of weapons in all buildings located inpossession of concealment of weapons in all buildings located in the the 
city that were owned and/or controlled by the city. city that were owned and/or controlled by the city. 

The court held that The court held that Mich. Comp. Laws Mich. Comp. Laws §§ 123.1102123.1102 preempted local preempted local 
regulation of that kind, and, contrary to the city's argument, regulation of that kind, and, contrary to the city's argument, Mich. Mich. 
Comp. Laws Comp. Laws §§ 28.425c28.425c did not return to local units of government the did not return to local units of government the 
authority to regulate in that area. authority to regulate in that area. 

Mich. Comp. Laws Mich. Comp. Laws §§ 123.1102123.1102 specifically imposed a prohibition on specifically imposed a prohibition on 
local units of government enacting and enforcing any ordinances local units of government enacting and enforcing any ordinances or or 
regulations pertaining to the transportation and possession of regulations pertaining to the transportation and possession of 
firearms firearms 

OUTCOME:     OUTCOME:     The city ordinance is not validThe city ordinance is not valid



Speaking of Preemption of LawSpeaking of Preemption of Law
by Higher Authorityby Higher Authority

WASHINGTON D.C. GUN BAN:WASHINGTON D.C. GUN BAN:

The The United States Supreme CourtUnited States Supreme Court has has 
taken on the appeal of a lower Federal taken on the appeal of a lower Federal 
court ruling striking down Washington, court ruling striking down Washington, 
D.C.'s ban on handguns as a violation of D.C.'s ban on handguns as a violation of 
the Second Amendment. the Second Amendment. 

((District of Columbia v. HellerDistrict of Columbia v. Heller, 07, 07--290). 290). 



People v. Henry
SUPREME COURT OF MICHIGAN  - 477 Mich 1123 – MAY 2007

Loss of Expectation of Privacy

The defendant abandoned a bag by placing it on an electric box near 
a utility pole when he saw an unmarked police car approaching. The 
officers inspected the bag and found that it contained illegal recordings. 

The Michigan Supreme Court distinguished Fourth Amendment cases
from property law cases. Under property law, a person must 
unquestionably relinquish ownership to have abandoned property. Under 
Fourth Amendment analysis a person must simply relinquish his or her 
interest (not ownership) in property by giving up their reasonable 
expectation of privacy in the property.

The defendant placed the bag where any passerby could have access to 
it and he said nothing to assert his privacy interest as officers searched 
the bag. 



POLICE PURSUIT  POLICE PURSUIT  -- -- -- RAMMINGRAMMING

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT OPINIONUNITED STATES SUPREME COURT OPINION

In Scott v. Harris2, an officer attempted to stop a vehicle for 
speeding and the driver chose to flee.

The pursuit was on a two lane road and at times was at 
speeds over 90 mph. The driver crossed the center line 
multiple times, ran red lights, and at one point went though a 
parking lot and struck a police car.

Ultimately, the pursuit ended when the officer rammed the 
suspect vehicle causing it to leave the road and overturn. 
The driver was rendered quadriplegic.



POLICE PURSUIT  POLICE PURSUIT  -- -- -- RAMMINGRAMMING

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT OPINIONUNITED STATES SUPREME COURT OPINION

CASE RESULT 

When a vehicle pursuit poses a substantial and 
immediate risk of injury to others, it is reasonable 
for police to end the pursuit by forcing the suspect 
vehicle from the road

The Court reasoned that termination of a pursuit 
does little to ensure that a fleeing driver will drive 
more safely, whereas ramming a fleeing vehicle will 
bring a pursuit to end, ensuring safety for all except 
the fleeing driver.



Two Warnings Two Warnings 

From Michigan State PoliceFrom Michigan State Police

Michigan’s courts may not hold the same way     
when faced with the same set of facts.

Where Department Policies forbid ramming,    
officers could face discipline if they ram a   
vehicle even when it seems reasonable



United States v. Cohen United States v. Cohen 
Sixth Circuit Sixth Circuit –– U.S. Ct of Appeals U.S. Ct of Appeals 

Stop of DefendantStop of Defendant’’s Car s Car 
After After Silent 911 HangSilent 911 Hang--up Callup Call

Given the almost complete absence of information Given the almost complete absence of information 
communicated by the silent 911 hangcommunicated by the silent 911 hang--up call and the up call and the 
limited additional information known to the officer limited additional information known to the officer 
when he stopped the defendantwhen he stopped the defendant’’s car, the court s car, the court 
concluded the concluded the totality of the circumstances did not totality of the circumstances did not 
provide a reasonable suspicion for the police to provide a reasonable suspicion for the police to 
make an investigatory stopmake an investigatory stop. . 

Thus, the district court properly suppressed the Thus, the district court properly suppressed the 
evidence found during the subsequent arrest and evidence found during the subsequent arrest and 
search of defendantsearch of defendant’’s car. s car. 



United States v. Cohen United States v. Cohen 
Sixth Circuit Sixth Circuit –– U.S. Ct of Appeals U.S. Ct of Appeals 

Stop of DefendantStop of Defendant’’s Car s Car 
After After Silent 911 HangSilent 911 Hang--up Callup Call

Someone had called 911 from the address and hung up Someone had called 911 from the address and hung up 
without speaking to the 911 operator. An officer without speaking to the 911 operator. An officer 
drove to the address and observed a car make a drove to the address and observed a car make a 
right turn on a street in a culright turn on a street in a cul--dede--sac. sac. 

The officer turned around, activated his emergency The officer turned around, activated his emergency 
lights, and stopped the car, which defendant was lights, and stopped the car, which defendant was 
driving. Another officer arrived and pulled in front of driving. Another officer arrived and pulled in front of 
defendantdefendant’’s car. Defendant was uncooperative with s car. Defendant was uncooperative with 
the officers when asked for his license, registration, the officers when asked for his license, registration, 
and proof of insurance.and proof of insurance.



United States v. Cohen United States v. Cohen 
Sixth Circuit Sixth Circuit –– U.S. Ct of Appeals U.S. Ct of Appeals 

Stop of DefendantStop of Defendant’’s Car s Car 
After After Silent 911 HangSilent 911 Hang--up Callup Call

After calling the station, the officers learned defendant was poAfter calling the station, the officers learned defendant was possibly ssibly 
wanted on a probation violation and was the subject of an wanted on a probation violation and was the subject of an 
outstanding local domestic violence order. Defendant was arresteoutstanding local domestic violence order. Defendant was arrested d 
and his car was searched. The court concluded the facts known toand his car was searched. The court concluded the facts known to
the officer on the scene did not provide reasonable suspicion tothe officer on the scene did not provide reasonable suspicion to
make an investigatory stop. Further, the virtually complete lackmake an investigatory stop. Further, the virtually complete lack of of 
information conveyed by the silent 911 hanginformation conveyed by the silent 911 hang--up call and the up call and the 
absence of corroborating evidence indicating criminal activity wabsence of corroborating evidence indicating criminal activity was as 
afoot required the court to give little weight to the 911 call iafoot required the court to give little weight to the 911 call in n 
evaluating the totality of the circumstances. evaluating the totality of the circumstances. 

Affirmed and remanded.Affirmed and remanded.



PEOPLE    v   WILLIE  R. GILLAMPEOPLE    v   WILLIE  R. GILLAM

SUPREME COURT OF MICHIGANSUPREME COURT OF MICHIGAN
July 18, 2007, Decided July 18, 2007, Decided 

-- STANDING AT THE DOOR ISSUE  STANDING AT THE DOOR ISSUE  --

The prosecutor appealed a judgment of the Court of Appeals of MiThe prosecutor appealed a judgment of the Court of Appeals of Michigan chigan 
affirming the trial court's decision to grant defendant's motionaffirming the trial court's decision to grant defendant's motion to suppress to suppress 
evidence and evidence and dismiss the casedismiss the case against him.against him.

Based on information obtained during drug transactions, police oBased on information obtained during drug transactions, police officers went to fficers went to 
defendant's apartment to arrest him. After repeated requests, dedefendant's apartment to arrest him. After repeated requests, defendant fendant 
finally exited his apartmentfinally exited his apartment and was arrested. An officer seized from and was arrested. An officer seized from 
defendant's apartment a piece of paper containing an undercover defendant's apartment a piece of paper containing an undercover officer's officer's 
name and telephone number. The trial court granted defendant's mname and telephone number. The trial court granted defendant's motion to otion to 
suppress the piece of paper because it concluded that defendant suppress the piece of paper because it concluded that defendant was was 
coerced into leaving his apartment. coerced into leaving his apartment. 



PEOPLE    v   WILLIE  R. GILLAMPEOPLE    v   WILLIE  R. GILLAM

SUPREME COURT OF MICHIGANSUPREME COURT OF MICHIGAN

July 18, 2007 July 18, 2007 734 N.W.2d 585734 N.W.2d 585

THE FEDERAL RULE IS CLEARTHE FEDERAL RULE IS CLEAR

In In Payton v. New YorkPayton v. New York, the United States Supreme Court held that the police were proh, the United States Supreme Court held that the police were prohibited by the ibited by the 
Fourth Amendment from entering a suspect's home without a warranFourth Amendment from entering a suspect's home without a warrant or consent for the purpose of t or consent for the purpose of 

making an arrest. In doing so, it noted that the amendment applimaking an arrest. In doing so, it noted that the amendment applied equally to seizures of persons ed equally to seizures of persons 
and to seizures of property, and that the chief purpose was to pand to seizures of property, and that the chief purpose was to protect against the physical entry rotect against the physical entry 

into a homeinto a home



PEOPLE    v    WILLIE R. GILLAMPEOPLE    v    WILLIE R. GILLAM

July 18, 2007, Decided  July 18, 2007, Decided  734 N.W.2d 585734 N.W.2d 585

The The Michigan Supreme CourtMichigan Supreme Court held that even assuming that the held that even assuming that the 
““constructive entry doctrineconstructive entry doctrine”” applied, applied, defendant did not establish that defendant did not establish that 
the police constructively entered his apartmentthe police constructively entered his apartment in violation of his in violation of his 
Fourth Amendment right to privacy because the actions of the offFourth Amendment right to privacy because the actions of the officers icers 
merely involved knocking on his front door and asking him to stemerely involved knocking on his front door and asking him to step p 
outside. outside. 

There was not an overwhelming show of force, as only two of the There was not an overwhelming show of force, as only two of the three three 
officers were in uniform and there was no evidence that the offiofficers were in uniform and there was no evidence that the officers cers 
drew their weapons or used language that indicated that defendandrew their weapons or used language that indicated that defendant t 
might be compelled to leave his apartment. Defendant testified tmight be compelled to leave his apartment. Defendant testified that the hat the 
officers did not touch him until after he crossed the threshold.officers did not touch him until after he crossed the threshold.

OUTCOME:OUTCOME: The judgment was reversed and the case was remanded to The judgment was reversed and the case was remanded to 
the trial court.  the trial court.  Prosecution wins on appeal and the dismissed case is Prosecution wins on appeal and the dismissed case is 
reinstated.reinstated.



Failure of affidavit to tie a suspect to the Failure of affidavit to tie a suspect to the 
specific place to be seized (affidavit didnspecific place to be seized (affidavit didn’’t t 
say the suspect lived at the house to be say the suspect lived at the house to be 
searched) meant that the warrant did not searched) meant that the warrant did not 
provide probable cause; but the error was provide probable cause; but the error was 
minor, and under the minor, and under the ““good faithgood faith”” rule, rule, 
suppression of evidence is not justifiedsuppression of evidence is not justified

Search & SeizureSearch & Seizure –– Warrant Warrant ––
Good Faith ExceptionGood Faith Exception

People v OsantowskiPeople v Osantowski, 274 Mich App 593, 3/8/07, 274 Mich App 593, 3/8/07



CRAWFORD HEARSAY REVIEWCRAWFORD HEARSAY REVIEW

Do a victim's statements to a police officer, amount to Do a victim's statements to a police officer, amount to 
““testimonialtestimonial”” hearsay and therefore violate Crawford?hearsay and therefore violate Crawford?

CrawfordCrawford v Washington,v Washington, 541 US 36;541 US 36; 124 S. Ct. 1354;124 S. Ct. 1354; 158 L. 158 L. 
Ed. 2d 177 (2004).Ed. 2d 177 (2004).

In In CrawfordCrawford,, the Supreme Court observed that while not all the Supreme Court observed that while not all 
hearsay evidence is subject to the Confrontation Clause, the hearsay evidence is subject to the Confrontation Clause, the 
Sixth Amendment bars the admission of statements that are Sixth Amendment bars the admission of statements that are 
testimonial, unless the testimonial, unless the witness is unavailablewitness is unavailable and the and the 
defendant had a defendant had a prior opportunity for crossprior opportunity for cross--examinationexamination. . 



CRAWFORD HEARSAY REVIEWCRAWFORD HEARSAY REVIEW
Later in Davis v Washington, the Supreme Court explained the difLater in Davis v Washington, the Supreme Court explained the difference ference 

between testimonial and nontestimonial statements under between testimonial and nontestimonial statements under CrawfordCrawford: : 

DavisDavis v Washington, v Washington, 126 S Ct. 2266, 2273126 S Ct. 2266, 2273--2274;2274; 165 L. Ed. 2d 224 165 L. Ed. 2d 224 
(2006),(2006),

Statements are Statements are nonnon--testimonial testimonial when made in the course of police when made in the course of police 
interrogation under circumstances objectively indicating that thinterrogation under circumstances objectively indicating that the primary e primary 
purpose of the interrogation is to enable police assistance to mpurpose of the interrogation is to enable police assistance to meet an eet an 
ongoing emergencyongoing emergency..

They are They are testimonialtestimonial when the circumstances objectively indicate that there when the circumstances objectively indicate that there 
is no such ongoing emergency, and that the is no such ongoing emergency, and that the primary purposeprimary purpose of the of the 
interrogation is to establish or interrogation is to establish or prove past eventsprove past events potentially relevant to potentially relevant to 
later criminal prosecution. later criminal prosecution. 



Hearsay Statements  911 CallHearsay Statements  911 Call

People v. WalkerPeople v. Walker

Michigan Court of AppealsMichigan Court of Appeals
Case # 33915  December 2006Case # 33915  December 2006

The case arose from a domestic assault in The case arose from a domestic assault in 
which defendant beat his livewhich defendant beat his live--in girlfriend in girlfriend 
repeatedly with a stick for hours and repeatedly with a stick for hours and 
threatened her with a gun. threatened her with a gun. 



Hearsay Statements  911 CallHearsay Statements  911 Call

People v. WalkerPeople v. Walker

Applying CrawfordApplying Crawford--DavisDavis--HammondHammond

The issue was the admissibility of hearsay The issue was the admissibility of hearsay 
statements, including statements made statements, including statements made 
during the during the 911 call911 call, the victim, the victim’’s statements s statements 
recorded by a recorded by a neighborneighbor, and her statements , and her statements 
to the policeto the police while at the neighborswhile at the neighbors



911 Call 911 Call -- Hearsay StatementsHearsay Statements

People v. WalkerPeople v. Walker

Only Only ““testimonial statementstestimonial statements”” cause the cause the 
declarant to be a declarant to be a ‘‘witnesswitness’’ within the within the 
meaning of the Confrontation Clause.meaning of the Confrontation Clause.”” Here Here 
the 911 call objectively considered, was a the 911 call objectively considered, was a 
call for helpcall for help, where the statements elicited , where the statements elicited 
were necessary to resolve thewere necessary to resolve the present present 
emergencyemergency, rather than learn what had , rather than learn what had 
happened in the past to establish evidence of happened in the past to establish evidence of 
a crime. a crime. 



911 Call 911 Call -- Hearsay StatementsHearsay Statements
People v. WalkerPeople v. Walker

However, the victimHowever, the victim’’s written statement s written statement 
recorded by her neighbor and her statements recorded by her neighbor and her statements 
to the police at the scene were to the police at the scene were notnot
admissibleadmissible where the where the police questioning police questioning 
was investigatory in naturewas investigatory in nature. . 

The erroneous admission of these statements The erroneous admission of these statements 
seriously affected the fairness of the judicial seriously affected the fairness of the judicial 
proceedings. Defendantproceedings. Defendant’’s s convictions were convictions were 
reversedreversed and the case was remanded.and the case was remanded.



INOPERABILITY OF FIREARMINOPERABILITY OF FIREARM
NOT A DEFENSENOT A DEFENSE

(FELONY FIREARM OR FELON IN POSSESSION OF (FELONY FIREARM OR FELON IN POSSESSION OF 
FIREARM)FIREARM)

The definition of firearm in MCL 750.222(d) does not The definition of firearm in MCL 750.222(d) does not 
include a requirement that the weapon be operable.include a requirement that the weapon be operable.

The issue is whether the weapon was designed or The issue is whether the weapon was designed or 
intended to propel a dangerous projectile by explosion, intended to propel a dangerous projectile by explosion, 
gas or air.  Current ability to fire a projectile is irrelevant.gas or air.  Current ability to fire a projectile is irrelevant.

PEOPLE v. PEALS PEOPLE v. PEALS 
476 Mich 636 476 Mich 636 

July 2006July 2006



Cartilage Cartilage –– Area in Plain ViewArea in Plain View

Mich Sup Ct holds that whether a defendantMich Sup Ct holds that whether a defendant’’s side s side 
yard was landscaped in a manner to indicate that yard was landscaped in a manner to indicate that 
visitors were excluded was a visitors were excluded was a question of factquestion of fact

Where back area was not enclosed and in plain view Where back area was not enclosed and in plain view 
of defendantof defendant’’s neighbors, and the defendant s neighbors, and the defendant 
expended no effort to protect her claimed expended no effort to protect her claimed 
expectation of privacy in the area, police officers expectation of privacy in the area, police officers 
did not encroach on privacy when they went to the did not encroach on privacy when they went to the 
back of the house and saw marijuana growingback of the house and saw marijuana growing

People  v  PowellPeople  v  Powell
477 Mich. 860477 Mich. 860 -- 9/22/069/22/06



Cartilage Cartilage –– Area in Plain ViewArea in Plain View

Because growing large marijuana plants in a totally Because growing large marijuana plants in a totally 
unobstructed and open area was not one of those unobstructed and open area was not one of those 
"intimate activities" whose presence defined the curtilage "intimate activities" whose presence defined the curtilage 
for Fourth Amendment purposes, defendant failed to for Fourth Amendment purposes, defendant failed to 
demonstrate the existence of a reasonable expectation of demonstrate the existence of a reasonable expectation of 
privacy in the backyard.privacy in the backyard.

People  v  PowellPeople  v  Powell
477 Mich. 860477 Mich. 860 -- 9/22/069/22/06



People v. DrewPeople v. Drew
Knowledge of Suspended LicenseKnowledge of Suspended License

Michigan Court of Appeals (Unpublished)Michigan Court of Appeals (Unpublished)
February 2007February 2007

Concluding under the facts of the case, the officer who Concluding under the facts of the case, the officer who 
stopped defendantstopped defendant’’s car had a reasonable, articulable s car had a reasonable, articulable 
suspicion defendant was committing the misdemeanor suspicion defendant was committing the misdemeanor 
offense of operating a motor vehicle without a driveroffense of operating a motor vehicle without a driver’’s s 
license, license, based on personal knowledgebased on personal knowledge he was driving he was driving 
without a driverwithout a driver’’s license and verification this s license and verification this 
personal knowledge was accurate personal knowledge was accurate before effecting before effecting 
the traffic stopthe traffic stop, the court reversed the trial court, the court reversed the trial court’’s order s order 
dismissing the charges.. dismissing the charges.. 

Reversed and remanded for trialReversed and remanded for trial



OWI OWI –– INDEPENDENT TESTSINDEPENDENT TESTS



Remedy for Defendant on Violation of Rights Remedy for Defendant on Violation of Rights 
to to Independent TestIndependent Test in Prosecution for OWIin Prosecution for OWI

Remember the Remember the ““drive me to the hospital in Indianadrive me to the hospital in Indiana””
case? Case was dismissed until Michigan Supreme case? Case was dismissed until Michigan Supreme 
Court reinstated the charges against defendant. Court reinstated the charges against defendant. 

The court noted that the results of the policeThe court noted that the results of the police--
administered chemical test would be admissible administered chemical test would be admissible 
at trial , but the trial court should at trial , but the trial court should instruct the juryinstruct the jury
that the police violated defendant's statutory that the police violated defendant's statutory 
right to a reasonable opportunity for an right to a reasonable opportunity for an 
independent chemical test. independent chemical test. 

People v. AnsteyPeople v. Anstey -- 476 Mich 436476 Mich 436 --July 2006 July 2006 



R 325.2655  Rule 5(1)(e)R 325.2655  Rule 5(1)(e)



Defense Not Allowed to Present Expert on Defense Not Allowed to Present Expert on 
Sex Offender ProfilesSex Offender Profiles

The offered The offered ””expert testimonyexpert testimony”” regarding sex offender regarding sex offender 
profiling was profiling was properly excludedproperly excluded because it has not because it has not 
reached a level of scientific reliability sufficient to permit reached a level of scientific reliability sufficient to permit 
admission, there was insufficient supporting data, and admission, there was insufficient supporting data, and 
because the testimony would not have assisted the jury because the testimony would not have assisted the jury 
in understanding the evidence or in determining a fact in in understanding the evidence or in determining a fact in 
issueissue

People v DobekPeople v Dobek

Michigan Supreme Court  Michigan Supreme Court  -- Jan 2007Jan 2007



Defendant ImpeachmentImpeachment
Use of Prior RecordUse of Prior Record

No abuse of discretion in CSC case to permit No abuse of discretion in CSC case to permit 
impeachment of defendant with prior felonies impeachment of defendant with prior felonies 
of breaking and entering, receiving and of breaking and entering, receiving and 
concealing, and larceny from a person, all of concealing, and larceny from a person, all of 
which contained an which contained an element of theftelement of theft, were , were 
probative of credibilityprobative of credibility, and , and not similarnot similar to the to the 
charged offensecharged offense

People v JohnsonPeople v Johnson, 474 Mich 96, 3/23/06, 474 Mich 96, 3/23/06



Maintaining a Drug HouseMaintaining a Drug House
MCL 333.7405DMCL 333.7405D

In this case, released 2/22/2007, the evidence was In this case, released 2/22/2007, the evidence was 
found insufficient to convict defendant for found insufficient to convict defendant for 

Maintaining a Drug House.Maintaining a Drug House.

Evidence insufficient to show the defendant Evidence insufficient to show the defendant 
undertook drugundertook drug--related activities related activities continuously continuously 

for an appreciable period of timefor an appreciable period of time..

PEOPLE v. HEADPEOPLE v. HEAD
Unpublished Unpublished -- Mich App Mich App -- # 265844# 265844



KEY CASE
People v Griffin - - 235 Mich App 27

MCL 333.7405(1)(d)

A conviction for “Maintaining a Drug House” requires the 
prosecution to prove that --

(1) the defendant exercised authority or control over the
house 

(2) for the purpose of making it available for using, keeping
or selling proscribed drugs

(3) he or she did so continuously for an appreciable period
of time 



RETURN OF ARREST RECORDSRETURN OF ARREST RECORDS



PEOPLE  v  MICHELLE ELIZABETH LABELLE
December 12, 2006 Michigan Court of Appeals Michigan Court of Appeals 

CASE      FACTS  CASE      FACTS  -- -- VEHICLE   CONSENT  SEARCH VEHICLE   CONSENT  SEARCH 

Defendant was Defendant was passengerpassenger in auto stopped when its driver failed to stop for a in auto stopped when its driver failed to stop for a 
stop sign.  The driver also had no operators license.stop sign.  The driver also had no operators license.

Deputy directed that all three occupants of vehicle get out of tDeputy directed that all three occupants of vehicle get out of the car. he car. 
Defendant was sitting on the front passenger seat.Defendant was sitting on the front passenger seat.

The The driverdriver gave the officer consent to search the vehicle and driver was gave the officer consent to search the vehicle and driver was 
ticketed for the stop sign violation. Passengers were not asked ticketed for the stop sign violation. Passengers were not asked for consentfor consent

During the search of vehicle a backpack was found on floor of frDuring the search of vehicle a backpack was found on floor of front ont 
passenger area and search of the backpack disclosed 10 bags of passenger area and search of the backpack disclosed 10 bags of 
marijuana and two hand scales.  Defendant was charged PWID marijmarijuana and two hand scales.  Defendant was charged PWID marijuana.uana.

The defendant / passenger admitted the backpack was hers when thThe defendant / passenger admitted the backpack was hers when the deputy e deputy 
asked who owned the backpack.asked who owned the backpack.



PEOPLE  v  MICHELLE ELIZABETH LABELLE
December 12, 2006 Michigan Court of Appeals Michigan Court of Appeals 

Published CasePublished Case

The Court of Appeals ruled that the search of the The Court of Appeals ruled that the search of the 
backpack in the vehicle was invalid. backpack in the vehicle was invalid. 

The search was not justified under the The search was not justified under the search incident to search incident to 
arrest doctrinearrest doctrine because federal judicial precedent made because federal judicial precedent made 
clear that the doctrine did not apply to a clear that the doctrine did not apply to a traffic stoptraffic stop that that 
did not result in arrest, even if the officer would have did not result in arrest, even if the officer would have 
been justified in making an arrest. been justified in making an arrest. 

Since no arrest was made in the case, the doctrine could Since no arrest was made in the case, the doctrine could 
not justify the backpack search. not justify the backpack search. 



PEOPLE  v  MICHELLE ELIZABETH LABELLE
December 12, 2006 Michigan Court of Appeals Michigan Court of Appeals 

Published CasePublished Case

The search was not valid under the The search was not valid under the consent to searchconsent to search doctrine as the doctrine as the 
deputy who made the traffic stop was not justified in relying ondeputy who made the traffic stop was not justified in relying on the the 
driver's general consent to search defendant's backpack. driver's general consent to search defendant's backpack. 

Specifically, there was no indication that the driver had commonSpecifically, there was no indication that the driver had common authority authority 
over the backpack where the placement of the backpack near over the backpack where the placement of the backpack near 
defendant's feet suggested that it was defendant's property, notdefendant's feet suggested that it was defendant's property, not the the 
driver's. driver's. 

Therefore, the contents of the backpack were properly suppressedTherefore, the contents of the backpack were properly suppressed and the and the 
charge against defendant was properly dismissed. charge against defendant was properly dismissed. 



BRENDLIN  v.  CALIFORNIABRENDLIN  v.  CALIFORNIA
No. 06No. 06--8120 8120 U.S. SUPREME COURTU.S. SUPREME COURT

(June 18, 2007)(June 18, 2007)

Passenger has 4th Amendment standingPassenger has 4th Amendment standing

The The U.S. Supreme CourtU.S. Supreme Court held that when police make a traffic stop,        a held that when police make a traffic stop,        a 
passenger in the car, like the driver, is seizedpassenger in the car, like the driver, is seized for Fourth Amendment for Fourth Amendment 
purposes and may challenge the stoppurposes and may challenge the stop’’s constitutionality.s constitutionality.

The defendant was a passenger in a vehicle that had been pulled The defendant was a passenger in a vehicle that had been pulled over over 
without reason to believe that it was being operated unlawfully,without reason to believe that it was being operated unlawfully, that is, that is, 
without probably cause or reasonable suspicion to make the stop.without probably cause or reasonable suspicion to make the stop. A A 
search of the defendant revealed his possession of drug paraphersearch of the defendant revealed his possession of drug paraphernalia.nalia.

The defendant moved to suppress, but the The defendant moved to suppress, but the California Supreme CourtCalifornia Supreme Court held held 
that suppression was unwarranted because no additional circumstathat suppression was unwarranted because no additional circumstances nces 
indicated to a reasonable passenger that he was the subject of tindicated to a reasonable passenger that he was the subject of the he 
police investigation.police investigation.



BRENDLIN  v.  CALIFORNIABRENDLIN  v.  CALIFORNIA

No. 06No. 06--8120    U.S. SUPREME COURT8120    U.S. SUPREME COURT
(June 18, 2007)(June 18, 2007)

PassengerPassenger has 4th Amendment standinghas 4th Amendment standing

Reversing, Reversing, the U.S. Supreme Courtthe U.S. Supreme Court noted that the relevant inquiry was noted that the relevant inquiry was 
whether a reasonable person would feel free to terminate the encwhether a reasonable person would feel free to terminate the encounterounter. . 
Here, Brendlin would not have felt free to terminate the encountHere, Brendlin would not have felt free to terminate the encounter, er, 
because any reasonable passenger would have understood the officbecause any reasonable passenger would have understood the officers ers 
to be exercising control to the point where no one in the car wato be exercising control to the point where no one in the car was free to s free to 
depart without police permission. The Supreme Court rejected thedepart without police permission. The Supreme Court rejected the
reasoning that the police only intended to investigate the drivereasoning that the police only intended to investigate the driver of the r of the 
vehicle, not the passenger, noting that for Fourth Amendment anavehicle, not the passenger, noting that for Fourth Amendment analysis, lysis, 
subjective intent of the police is irrelevant; the relevant objesubjective intent of the police is irrelevant; the relevant objective inquiry ctive inquiry 
was was the understanding of a reasonable passenger.the understanding of a reasonable passenger.




